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SMC 
GREEN AUDIT 

Chapter 1 

1. INTRODUCTIONN 

St Mary's College is situated at Shirva village of Kaup Taluk of Udupi District in the 

coastal Karataka. This college is established by Very Rev. Fr. Aloysius Rosario the 

then parish priest of Our Lady of Health church, on 22 July 1980. It is managed by 
Catholic Board of Education (CBE) of Mangalore Diocese till 2015 and now by 

Catholic Educational Society ofUdupi Diocese (CESU) after July 2015. Most. Rev. 

Dr. Gerald Isaac Lobo, the Bishop of Udupi Diocese is the President of CESU. It is 

affiliated to Mangalore University in 1980 and brought under Grant-in- aid by the 

Government of Karnataka on 21st July, 1985. The college is recognised by UGC 

under 2(f) & 12 B. The National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) 

accredited this college with "B" Grade in first cycle in 2003 with 70.25 score, "B" 

Grade in second cycle in 2010 with 2.87 CGPA and again "B" Grade in third cycle 

in 2015 with 2.90 CGPA in third cycle. In 2018 the college is awarded with "Pride 

of Catholic Church Award- 2018 by the Catholic Bishops Conference of India New 

Delhi and Indian association for Blind (IAB) awarded Visually Challenged 

Champions Silver Zone Award -2018. The college offers B.A, B.Com and BCA 

courses of 3 years at undergraduate level and M.Com as well as MSW courses of 2 

Years at Post graduate level. 

1.1. VISION & MISSION STATEMENTS OF THE COLLEGE 

VISION 

REACHING QUALITY HIGHER EDUCATION TO RURAL DOOR STEPS 
MISSION 

St Mary's College, Shirva strives to train rural youth to meet global challenges 

through effective classroom lessons coupled with capability building programmes. 

It is committed to excellence by developing their academic competencies, soft skills 

and civic responsibilities retaining the core values of student-teacher relationship. 

The institution tries to achieve inclusive growth through inclusive governance. 

1.2. Total Campus Area and College Building Spread Area 

Campus Area=10.69 Acres 

College building spread area=-3021.64 Sq. Meters 
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1.3. CAMPUS INFRASTRUCTURE 

The campus includes the following 

1. Play ground 

2. Plantation area 

3. Open stage 

4. Parking area 

5. Canteen 

6. Well 

7. College building 

Built-up Area 
Ground floor comprises Principal Office, Administrative Office. Computer 

Lab, Ladies rest room, Sports room, wash room, Classrooms, Department of 

MCOM, NSS room. 
First floor comprises A.V. Hall, Conference Room, Computer Lab, 

Department of Computer Science, Commerce, Language. Humanities. 

Classrooms, NCC room. 

Second floor comprises auditorium, UG & PG library, classrooms. history 

museum, Department of MSW. 
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Chapter 2 

Pre-audit 

The Governing C'ouncil of the college asked the Principal to find a suitable 

organisation to provide training and support regarding Green Audit and the Principal 

in the Staff Meeting authorised the Green Teacher Forum to find and conduct the 

audit process. 

2.1 Green Audit Agency 

Green Teacher Forum is functioning in the college to create awareness for the 

students, staff and community by organizing VANAMOHOTSAVA, PADDY 

After CULTIVATION and RAIN WATER HARVESTING programmes. 
consultation with Forum a team of students were formed for the conduct of Green 

Audit and equip the students to complete the report. 

2.2 Management Support 

The St Mary's College Correspondent and Governing Council extended whole 

hearted support and commitment in conducting Green Audit during the pre-audit 

meeting. The management decided to carry-out various environment friendly 

programs such as efficient energy and water use practices, energy efficient electronic 

and computer goods purchase, proper segregation and waste disposable methods, 

water conservation methods. planting tree saplings, distribution of tree saplings to 
the community, observation of environment related days, nature camps, field trips. 

environmental club activities so on and so forth. The management is also keen to 

implement sustainable practices based on findings and suggestions from Green 

Audit report. The management is fully committed to inculcate virtues amongst 

students in conservation and preservation of nature. 

2.3 Scope and Goals of Green Auditing 

Green audit serve as a means to identify opportunities to sustainable development 

practices. enhance environmental quality. improve health. hygiene and safety. 

reduce liabilities and save money and achieve values of virtue. Environmental audits 

can be a highly valuable tool for college in a wide range of ways to improve their 
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environmental and economic performance and reputation-- while reducing wastages 

and operating costs. Once a baseline data is prepared after the auditing process. the 

data can serve as a point of departure for further action in campus greening. It will 

also help the college to compare its programs and activities with other peer 

institutions, identify areas for improvement and prioritize the implementation of 
future projects. The data will also provide a basis for calculating the economic 

benefits of resource conservation projects by establishing the current rates of 

resource use and their associated costs. Simple but effective system was devised and 

applied to prepare a baseline data and monitor the environmental performance of ST 

MARY'S COLLEGE. Shirva. The aim of green auditing is to help the institution to 

apply sustainable development practices and to set examples before the community 

and young learners. 

2.4 General and Specific Objectives of Green Auditing 

The general objective of green audit is to prepare a baseline report on biodiversity 

and other resources, measures to mitigate resource wastage and improve resource 

quality and sustainable practices. 

The specific objectives are: 

To prepare a checklist of greenery in and around the college campus. 

To suggest measures to improve biodiversity within the college campus. 

To suggest sustainable energy usage and water conservation practices. 

To find out various sources of organic and solid waste generation and 

mitigation possibilities. 
To inculcate values of sustainable development practices through green audit 

mechanism. 

2.7 Target Areas of Green Auditing 

This indicator addresses energy consumption, energy sources, energy monitoring, 

lighting, appliances, and vehicles. Energy use is clearly an important aspect of 

campus sustainability and thus requires no explanation for its inclusion in the 

assessiment. 
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Biodiversity Audit 

All plant and animal species including humans are linked together in a complex 

weh of life: we depend upon biodiversity for our survival. Biodiversity is the key to 

healthy ecosystems and ultimately a healthy planet. It keeps the air and water clean. 

regulates our climate and provides us food, shelter, clothing, medicine and other 

useful products. Each part within this complex web diminishes a little when one part 

weakens or disappears. The trees work hard to keep the air we breathe clean and 

healthy. Their leaves take in much of the poisonous unwanted carbon dioxide in the 

air, and replace it with the oxygen we need for healthy living. In this process. the 

plants with the help of sunlight, water, minerals and the green material called 

Chlorophyll within the leaves change the carbon-dioxide into food for themselves. 

When doing this they release oxygen into the air which is vital for all life on earth. 

The roots of trees dig deep into the earth and hold it together so that the rain and 

wind cannot wash or blow it away. This is very important as the earth has only a 

very thin layer (seldom more than one foot) of fertile soil covering it. 

Biodegradable and hazardous Waste Audit 

This indicator addresses biodegradable waste from college and hostel canteen. paper 

waste to hazardous wastes of laboratories and worm-out electric & electronic goods. 

and plastic wastes. Hazardous materials represent significant risks to human health 

and ecological integrity. Hazardous wastes are also leached out through the e-waste 

generated in the campus. They often persist in the environment leaving a legacy of 

land and water contamination for generations. They also accumulate in the tissues 

of organisms and become concentrated within food chains, leading to cancer. 

endocrine disruption, birth defects, and other tragedies. The minimization, safe 

handling, and ultimate elimination of these materials are essential to the long-term 

health of the planet. 

2.8 Audit Forms for Data Collection 

BIO-DIVERSITY AUDIT FORM 

SLNO NAME OF THE PLANTS Total 
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Chapter 3 

Audit Stage 

Green auditing was done by involving different student from NSS. ROVERS & 
RANGERS and NCC by teaching and non-teaching staff of the college. The green 
audit began with the teams where the staff and learners were interviewed to get 

details in the sectors such as biodiversity and Waste management 

3.1 Student groups involved 

Students from the departments of Commerce. Computer Science and Arts took part 
in the data collection of green auditing. 
SL. NO. NAME NSS/NCC/ROVERS & RANGERS 

UNIT 

|Bhat Ramdas Sathish III BCA 
Deeksha III BCOM B 

NCC 

NCC 
3 Prathima Acharya III BCOM A 

Raina Andrade IIl BCA 
Rion Rishi Alphonso III BCA 

NCC 
NCC 
NCC 

Franklin Preetham Mathias II BCOM A Rover 

Darryl aenson D'silva I BCOMA 
Pratheeksha K. Acharya II BCOM A Ranger 

Vaishnavi II BCOMA 

Faiza Banu I BCA 
I Surekha II BCA 

12Prajwal II BCAA 
13 Sameeksha 

Prajna II BCOM B 

Akshay II BCOM B 

Rover 
8 

9 Ranger 
Ranger 10 

NSS 

NSS 
NSS 

NSS 
15 NSS 

3.2 Site inspection 

Site inspection was done by Faculty and students. The process of green audit was an 

enriching environmental awareness programme for the students who participated in 
the green auditing. The experience of green auditing was a first time experience for 
most of the students. They shared their expectations about a green campus and gave 
suggestions for the audit recommendations. 
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3.3 Review of documents and records 

Documents of Green Teacher Forum were examined and data was collected. College 

calendars, NAAC self-assessment reports were also verified as part of data 

collection. 
3.4 Green Audit Policy 

The policy aims to eliminate or reduce all forms of environmental pollution and 

encourages all faculty members, staff, students and other stakeholders to do the 

same. The college always raises awareness of environmental issues among its 

staff/students/stakeholders and encourages 
initiatives leading towards a clean 

environment. Its academic departments, NSS/NCC/R&R unit, works towards this 

aim collectively. 

The policy promotes the 3 R"'s for waste in the following order: 

Reduce, Reuse and Recycle and provide convenient waste collection points and 

guidance for the disposal of 

Paper 
Cardboard 

Glass 
Plastic 
Electrical items and white goods 

Hazardous waste 

e-wastes 

The college aims to minimize the consumption of water and thereby to contribute to 

the proper use of the natural resource by the following ways: 

Exploring options for using waste/roof water wherever possible. 

Establishing rainwater harvesting schemes in the old buildings of the campus. 

Conserving energy by promoting the use of daylight. 
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GREEN AUDIT POLICY OF THE COLLEGE: 

The policy aims to eliminate or reduce all forms of environmental pollution 
and encourages all faculty members, staff. students and other stakeholders to 
do the same. The college always raises awareness of environmental issues 
among its staff/students/stakeholders and encourages initiatives leading 
towards a clean environment. Its academic departments. NSS/NCC/ROVERS 
&RANGERS unit, works towards this aim collectively. 
Being environmental conscious administration, the management and the 
students of the college takes care the environment. Every year, during rainy 
season, tree plantation is carried out and carefully looked after it. Students and 

non-teaching staff owns responsibility to preserve the work carried out on the 
campus related to the environment. 

Managenment faculty and staff of St Mary's College is committed for carrying out its 
activity and for sustainable development. This is achieved through the following. 

To maximize the use of ICT and minimize the use of paper. It will help to go 
towards Paperless Office'. 

To reduce the "sound pollution in the campus. 

To protect and nurture the Flora on the campus 

.To maintain green campus. 

CONSTITUTION FOR GREEN AUDIT: 

The aim of the audit is to check the existing practices and provide advice for the 
development of environmental poliey and practice in the areas of: 

1. Waste Management 

Solid waste management 

E-waste management 
2. Tree plantations 
5. Eco-friendly campus Green environment and clean campus 

We aim at continuous improvement of all our processes and will strive to provide an 

Cnvironment conducive to the pursuit of knowledge and overall personality 

development. We encourage all to adhere to the highest ethical standards and 

professional integrity and ainm to enhance the satisfaction level of all stakeholders. 
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Chapter 4 
Post Audit Stage 

4.1 Waste measure and its disposal 
Garbage dumps - Collected by Grama Panchayath, Shirva 

E-wastes- computers, electrical and electronic parts - Disposal by selling 
Plastic waste- Collected by Grama Panchayath, Shirva 
Solid wastes -Collected by Grama Panchayath, Shirva 
Waste treatments -compost systemn 
Napkin incinerator 

Quantity of waste generated 
Bio degradable - I kg/day (office) 
Non bio degradable -0.25 kg/day (office) 
Hazardous waste -Nil 
Canteen waste (biodegradable)- 5 kg/day 
Non-biodegradable -3 kg/day 

Total waste 
Biodegradable waste = 6kg/day 

Non-biodegradable waste = 3.25 kg/day 

Suggestions for handling wastes 

A composting pit is highly essential for the treatment of bio degradable waste 
generated from the canteen, hostels, food leftover by students and staff, office 
vegetable garden and from the college. Different methods such as pit composting, vermi-composting may be used to treat the bio degradable waste. Hazardous 
waste such as E-waste. plastic, glass, tin waste etc. generated from the college can 
be collected properly and may be handed over to the local self-governments 
treatment yards. E-waste. plastic and glass bottles, other plastic wastes, cans. broken 
glass wares, tins etc.. may be recycled or sold out. Different coloured bins maybe placed in order to collect and segregate various types of waste. Training and 
campaigns in cotton bag making for students and staff will reduce use of throw away plastic carry bags. Periodical training in health & hygiene, waste management and 
disposal. green healthy practices may inculeate a positive attitude for an clean and 
healthy living. There should be proper sign boards displayed to tell students where 
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Togo for the disposal of other recyclables, plastic and hazardous waste. There should be in place a policy for the handling and disposal of hazardous materials. The college should ensure that the hazardous materials are disposed properly. Existing waste management methods practiced cleaning the campus on daily basis. 
Segregation of waste into degradable and non-degradable by the cleaning staff. 
Waste bins are placed in corridors, office, staff rooms, rest room, Library and 
classrooms. 

Incinerators to burn sanitary napkins. 
E-waste and plastic waste disposal at municipal collection center. 

Awareness programs with respect to reduce, reuse and recycle are conducted by 
various units. 

4.2Greenery in Campus 

Campus tree cover- 10,875Sq.ft 

List of Plants seen in College Campus during Biodiversity 

SL.NO NAME OF THE PLANTS Total 

Custard Apple 4 

2 2 Mango tree 

2 3 Jack Fruit 

62 4 Teak (Indian OAK) 

5 Chickku 

Consolidation of audit findings. 

Green Audit will create a greater appreciation and under- standing of the impact of 

college's actions on the environment. ST MARY'S College has successfully been able 

to identify the impacts on the environment through the various auditing exercises. 

The green auditing exercise has brainstormed and provide insights on practical 
ways to reduce negative impact on the environment. Participating in this green 

auditing procedure has gained knowledge about the need of sustainability of the 

college campus. It will create awareness around the use of the Earth's resources 

your home, college, local community and beyond. ST MARY'S College should 

adopt an Environmentally Responsible Purchasing Policy, and work towards 
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creating and impiementing a strategy to reduce the environmental impact of its 

nurchasing decisiorns. White good producing companies are rapidly developing in 
the area of energy etficiency. Many computer hardware and electrical supply 

companies now cooperate with customers to reclaim old or damaged parts. 

Although over twIce as expensive up front, LCD monitors are estimated to 

use 40-60% less energy overall than CRTs. All computers purchased by the college 

have an Energy Star rating, which is beginning to be a standard requirement for 

computers. 

4.3 Preparation of action plan 

Management's policies referring to College and approach towards the use of 
resources need to be considered in purview of green audit report. An environmental 

policy should be formulated by the management of the college. The college should 

have a policy on green awareness raising or training programmes for students and 

staff, green awareness policy right from kitchen staff to procurement policy by the 

management. Based on the policies, college should have an action plan. The green 
auditing report will bea base line for the action plan to be evolved. 

4.4 Follow up action and plans 

Green Audits are exercises which generate considerable quantities of valuable 

environment and resource management information. The time and effort and cost 

involved in this exercise is often considerable and in order to be able to justify this 

expenditure, it is important to ensure that the findings and recommendations of 

the audit are considered at the correct level within the organisation and action 

plans and implementation programmes based on the audit findings. 

Audit follow up is part of the wider process of continuous improvement. Without 

follow up, the audit becomes an isolated event which soon becomes forgotten in the 

pressures of organizational priorities and the passing of time. 

4.5 Environmental Education 

Ihe following environmental education progranmes may be mplemented in the 

college before the next green auditing: 
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Training Pprogrins n sold waste management, tree management. medicinal plant 
nursery, vegetabie Cuitivation, pollution mitigation methods. 

Display of environmental awareness board such as-Save water, Green means 
clean 

Give priority to Green Teacher Forum and its programme. 
Set up model rainwater harvesting system, vegetable garden, medicinal 
plant garden. 
Conduct exhibition on throw away plastic danger, recyclable products etc 

Display various slogans and pictures to protect environment. 
Implement chemical treatment system for waste water from the 
incinerators. 

Different colored waste bins to segregate waste and its easy collection. 

Competitions are conducted to enhance the knowledge of students 
connection with recycling waste and usage of biodegradable items. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

Green Audit is the most efficient way to identify the strength and weakness of 

environmental sustainable practices and to find a way to solve problem. Green Audit 

is one kind of professional approach towards a responsible way in utilising 

economic. financial, social and environmental resources. Green audits can "add 

value" to the management approaches being taken by the college and is a way of 

identifying, evaluating and managing environmental risks (known and unknown). 

There is scope for further improvement, particularly in relation to waste, 

energy and water nmanagement. The college in recent years consider the 

environmental impacts of most of its actions and makes a concerted effort to 

act in an environmentally 

perform fairly well, the recommendations in this report highlight many ways in 

which the college can work to improve its actions and become a more 

responsible manner. Even though the college does 

sustainable institution. 

5.I Suggestions 

Some of the very important suggestions are 

a) Adopt the proposed Environmentally Responsible Purchasing Policy, and work 
towards creating and implementing a strategy to reduce the ernvironmental impact of 

its purchasing decisions. 

b) Increase recycling education on campus 

c)Increase Awareness of Environmentally Sustainable Development- Use every 

opportunity to raise public, government, industry, foundation, and university 
openly addressing the urgent need to move toward an by awareness 

environmentally sustainable future. 

d) Educate for Environmentally Responsible Citizenship- Establish programs to 
produce expertise in environmental management, sustainable economic 

development. population, and related fields to ensure that all university graduates 

are environmentally literate and have the awareness and understanding to be 

ecologically responsible citizens. 

elnvolve All Stakeholders- Encourage involvement of govenmment. foundations. 
and industry in supporting interdisciplinary research. education. policy 
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formation. and information exchange in environmentally sustainable 

development. Expand work with community and nongovernmental organizations 
to assist in finding solutions to environmental problems. 
f Increase reduce. reuse. and recycle education on campus. 

5.2 Recommendations 

. Installation of Compost units. 
2. Installation of Solar panels to generate electricity. 
3. Installation of rain water harvest methods on roof top and ground. 
4. Dig sutficient rain water pits in the campus wherever possible and maintain it 

regularly. 
. Grow up vegetable garden and medicinal garden and gradually develop it as 

a nursery. 

6. Organize earn while learn eco-friendly programmes. 
7. Conduct exhibitions for parents and public on environment and sustainable 

practices. 
8. Arrange training programmes on environmental management system and 

nature conservation. 

9. Declare the campus plastic free and implement it thoroughly. 

10.Establish an E-waste collection Centre in campus. 

I1.Ensure participation of students and teachers in local environmental 

programmes. 

12.Establish a purchase policy that is energy saving and eco-friendly. 

13.Replace incandescent and CFL lamps with LED lights. 

14.Replace LCD computer monitors with LED monitors. 

15.Conduct seminars, workshops and exhibitions on environmental education. 

16.Establish water. energy and waste management systems. 
17.Avoid plastic/thermocol plates and cups in the college level or department 

level functions. 

18.Introducing eco-friendly add-on courses to generate additional income to 
students. 

19.Conducting NO VEHICLE NO POLLUTION DAY for students and staff. 
20.Reuse of used papers in the college office. Departments and Computer Lab. 

Library 
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5.3 Commitments after Green Auditing 

In the light of green audit the College should, adopt some additions such as planting 
usetul saplings by replacing non-environmental friendly plants. adopting suitable 
Rain water harvesting techniques and Creatinga compost pit, such as chopped leaves 

or grass clippings. in a simple pit or trench. 

COL 
SHIRVA 

574 110 
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